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financial arrangements best suit the age when coinage was
coming   into   use   even   in   backward   districts.
Thessalian government of the lower classes and the
" allies " seems to have been arrogant and grasping ; in
some of the cities no one engaged in money-making, agri-
culture, or any menial trade or occupation was allowed to
set foot in the political place of meeting 1 (probably a survival
of an ancient taboo), and a comic playwright lias a joke
about the Pharsalians " roasting and gobbling up an Achaian
city " 2 ; but they became Hellenized in an aristocratically
munificent sort of way.3 Their sons wrestled and ran in
the great games of Greece, and they employed Simonides and
Pindar to celebrate their victories. Anakreon, too, was their
guest ; nor should it be forgotten that one of the poems
written by Simonides for the younger Slcopas was an ethical
discussion on the thesis " it is hard to be good ". Simonides
must therefore have known that his patron would not spurn
such things.
Meanwhile the mountain tribes remained barbarous and
predatory. Thucydides (i, 5) speaks of up-country mainland
Greeks among whom a clever robber was held in honour ;
and once when Xenophon's Ten Thousand were amusing
themselves with sports at a halting place on their march
home, some Ainianes and Magnates danced their national
Brigand's Dance,* an elaborate mimic display in which pairs
of performers " went through the motions " of an attack
by a robber on a farmer, as he follows the plough with his
arms at hand. It was not without reason that in the wilder
parts of the north-west even at that time no one went
unarmed.5 Kidnapping was almost a Thessalian industry,
and the port of Pagasai did a great trade in slaves. 6
West of Thessaly the Thessalians had no " allies ",
as they had on the north, south, and east. That way lay
the main range of the Pindos mountains, a sufficient boundary
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